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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements are true regarding resource management for full virtualization? (Choose TWO correct
answers.) 

A. The hypervisor may provide fine-grained limits to internal elements of the guest operating system such as the number
of processes. 

B. Full virtualization cannot pose any limits to virtual machines and always assigns the host system\\'s resources in a
first-come-first-serve manner. 

C. It is up to the virtual machine to use its assigned hardware resources and create, for example, an arbitrary amount of
network sockets. 

D. The hypervisor provides each virtual machine with hardware of a defined capacity that limits the resources of the
virtual machine. 

E. All processes created within the virtual machines are transparently and equally scheduled in the host system for CPU
and I/O usage. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following commands can be used to determine whether the local machine is capable of running full
virtualized Xen guests? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. dmesg |grep -i intel|grep -i vt; dmesg |grep -i amd|grep -i v 

B. egrep \\'(vmx|svm)\\' /proc/cpuinfo 

C. xl dmesg | grep -i hvm 

D. grep -i "Full Virtualization" /proc/xen 

E. grep -i "Full Virtualization" /etc/xen/* 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following commands lists the snapshots existing in the disk image vm1.img? 

A. qemu-info snapshots vm1.img 

B. qemu-img snapshot -l vm1.img 

C. qemu -hda snapshot -l vm1.img -noboot -list snapshots 

D. qemu-snapshots -l vm1.img 
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E. qemu-monitor -snapshots -hda vm1.img 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following circumstances prevent the usage of container based virtualization? (Choose TWO correct
answers.) 

A. More than one container requires access to block devices available in the host system. 

B. Remote access via SSH is required to all containers. 

C. Each container needs to have its own user accounts and user groups. 

D. Administrators of containers must be able to install customized Linux kernels. 

E. Different operating systems are to be used within containers on the same virtualization host. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 5

In the command: crm configure ____ http-after-ipv4 Mandatory: VHost1IPv4 HTTPD 

Which missing word is required in order to ensure that the service HTTPD is always started after the service VHost1IP? 

A. order -or- ORDER 

Correct Answer: A 
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